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INTRODUCTION
The changes in technology in the last 10 years and the future will definitely result into a convergence of
communications and computing in the fields of communications (telephone – mobile also, internet, satellite), electric power, gas, oil, water supply, banking, stock exchanges, insurances, (air) traffic control,
emergency services and disease management, information processing facilities of governments, governmental activities etc. in all countries – especially in the first world. These and others are the socalled critical
infrastructures [Clinton 1996]. They are highly vulnerable because of their dependibility of computers
(hardware and especially software). Attacking one of these fields or infrastructures may result in a total desaster of the whole state.
The critical infrastructures depend on each other – for example the traffic depends on the telephone/fax and
internet. The internet depends on electric power, electric power distribution depends on the internet. There
is no only one independent critical infrastructure.
It is possible to connect to the internet all over the world with cost about less than 50 $ US per month.
Computers cost about 500 $ US. Therefore the attack costs are low – especially compared with the possible
damage.
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DEFINITIONS
2.1

Information Warfare

I will discuss information warfare as a warfare attacking information systems by using information systems
to destroy information processing of a town, region or country with the aim to damage or destroy one or
more critical infrastructures.
I will not use the word information warfare as the classical psychological warfare and the distribution of information by mail, files, papers, radio or TV. And I definitely will not use the word information warfare as
information operations conducted during time of crisis or conflict to achieve information superiority or
promote specific objectives over a specific adversary or adversaries. [DoD]

2.2

Strategy to Secure Cyberspace

National strategies to secure cyberspace are part of our overall effort to protect our nations. It is an implemented component of the national strategy for homeland security and is complemented by a national strategy for the physical protection of critical infrastructures and key assets. [Bush 2003]

2.3

Other Aspects of Information Warfare

Information Warfare can be devided into
• Offensive information warfare and
• Defensive information warfare with all the security measures like access control, encryption, filtering
(firewalls), monitoring, detection and prevention of intrusions, management of information security in
companies, agencies and states.
In this paper especially the first aspect offensive information warfare is discussed.
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CASES OF INFORMATION WARFARE
There are only few cases of information warfare seriouly published – especially cases of business information warfare.
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SEVEN THESES FOR THE FUTURE OF INFORMATION WARFARE
4.1

Aims

The aim of an information warfare is to destabilize a state, a region or a government by shutting down one
of the critical infrastructures – especially first of all the communication infrastructure, which serves the
other infrastructures.

4.2

Attack Types

The attack types are very well known like virusses, worms, buffer overflows, trojan horses, etc. Some are
only a little bit hypothetical like the Warhol–worm or Flash–worm. The attacks of the future will be very
quick in attacking most servers of the internet in minutes and will act for a long time covert.

4.3

Perpetrators and Motives

Perpetrators are of the level of computer criminals: High grade experts are specialised in the fields of operating systems, communications, database systems, and standard software like SAP, Peoplesoft etc. You can
find those potential perpetrators, specialised experts all over the world. Most countries offer studies in
computer science and studies in computer security and information security.

4.4

National Activities versus Coordinated Global Planning

The mentioned critical infrastructure do not end at the borders of national states but exceed continents like
the communication infrastructure (internet), telephone system, electric power, gas, oil, water supply, banking, stock exchanges, insurances, and air traffic control. National activities are not useless but not acquivalent to the global risks; one nation alone is not able to secure the links to the continental or global infrastructures.

4.5

Critical Infrastructure Protection

The way to secure critical infrastructures is to identify the most vulnerable infrastructures first and secure
them. But because of the linkage between the infrastructures it is very necessary to secure them all.

4.6

Legal, Political and Technical Security Measures

It is necessary to adopt security legislation in all states and initiate security programs. Theses legal and political measures are also necessary on a supranational level.
The mentioned measures of the defensive information warfare have to be installed in total depending on the
value of the processed data.

4.7

Arms Control

It is necessary to control the development of the mentioned attacks and new ones all over the world – for
example by monitoring the internet.

5

CONCLUSIONS
Information warfare will be the war of the future between high tech states; and as asymmetric warfare between low and high tech states. The same attack types will be used by terrorist – small groups of men (one
or more) attacking high tech companies and states and also bigger groups of men against (international)
companies or states.
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